Recently Arnold J. Insel [l] established a necessary and sufficient condition for a lattice to be Hausdorff in its complete topology, namely that every net in the lattice has an order convergent subnet. The purpose of the present note is to show that this condition is also necessary and sufficient for a lattice to be compact and Hausdorff in its interval topology. An immediate consequence of this result is that if a complete lattice is Hausdorff in its interval topology, then the lattice is compact and Hausdorff in its order topology and in fact two topologies are the same. This can be shown easily using the results of Insel [l], but we give here the proof without making use of the complete topology defined by Insel.
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Let L be a lattice and {xtt: aEA \, a net in L. If VaA [x^-.b^a] = AoV {xi: b^a} =x, we say that the net [xa:aEA] order converges to x. A set P of L is called order closed if no net in F order converges to a point outside of F. The collection of order closed sets comprises the closed sets for a topology for L. This topology is called the order topology of L and is designated by OiL). The collection of sets of the form \x:x^t\ and {x:i^x} for tEL forms the subbase of the closed sets of a weaker topology called the interval topology and designated by 7(7,). It is well known that 7(7,) is compact iff L is a complete lattice. by hypothesis {x0:aE^4} is eventually in U. But this contradicts the fact that \xc: cECa) is not contained in U. Similarly x% AeV {xc: cEC] gives a contradiction.
To prove the converse, suppose that Vc A {xc: c E C\ ^ x AcV {xc: cEC), and that {xa: aEA } does not converge to x with respect to 7(L). Let U be a 7(L)-open neighborhood of x. Then {x": aEA } is frequently in L-U. But L-U is an intersection of a family of members of the closed base for 7(P). Hence there exist a set P of this closed base such that xGF and {xa: aEA} is frequently in P. But P is the form U {P. For any topological space X a net {xa: aEA } is called a universal net if it is eventually in or eventually outside of any subset of X. Every net has a universal subnet. X is compact iff every universal net in X converges, and X is Hausdorff iff no universal net in X converges to more than one point [2] . On the other hand, since {&^o} is a cofinal subset of A, we have evidently VaA {xb:b^a} ^ VcA {xc:cEC}.
Hence we have the first equality. The second equality can be shown in a similar way. Proof.
(1) implies (2). Let {xa: aEA} be a universal net in P.
Since L is compact with respect to 7(P), {xa: aEA } converges in the interval topology, and L is a complete lattice. (3) . This follows directly from the fact that every net has a universal subnet.
(3) implies (1). Let {x0: aEA } be a net in L. Since every net has an order convergent subnet and order convergence implies convergence with respect to 7(L), {x0: aEA } has a subnet which converges with respect to interval topology. Hence L is compact in 7(1,) and L is a complete lattice.
Let {xa: dED\ be a universal net which converges to x with respect to 7(L). {xd'.dED} has an order convergent subnet \ya: aEA } by hypothesis and {ya:aEA} converges to x in 7(L). Hence Proof.
(1) follows trivially from Theorem 3. Since 7(P)CO(Z,), the identity map of L with its order topology onto L with its interval topology is continuous. Since L is compact in 0(7,) and Hausdorff in 7(7,), this identity map is a homeomorphism.
